Deep learning is a popular and powerful tool in computed tomography (CT) image processing such as organ segmentation, but its requirement of large training datasets remains a challenge. Even though there is a large anatomical variability for children during their growth, the training datasets for pediatric CT scans are especially hard to obtain due to risks of radiation to children. In this paper, we propose a method to conditionally synthesize realistic pediatric CT images using a new auxiliary classifier generative adversarial network (ACGAN) architecture by taking age information into account. The proposed network generated ageconditioned high-resolution CT images to enrich pediatric training datasets.
INTRODUCTION
Deep learning shows promising results in CT image processing tasks such as organ segmentation [1] . However, one major challenge in applying deep learning to CT images is the lack of training data particularly for pediatric patients. Even though pediatric CT organ segmentation methods generally require large amounts of training data to deal with the anatomical variability over children's growth, pediatric CT scans are hard to obtain as children are more vulnerable to ionizing radiation exposure in CT scans than adults [2] . Therefore, there is a growing need to synthesize high-resolution and realistic CT scans for pediatric patients to improve deep learning organ segmentation.
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [3] have gained a lot of attention due to their ability to generate realistic images from noise. The originally proposed GAN architecture consists of two convolutional neural networks competing with each other, namely a Generator network that generates synthetic images from noise and a Discriminator network that discriminates real samples from fake ones. Recently, new scalable GAN architectures successfully synthesizes high resolution images by progressively growing the resolution of both Generator and Discriminator layers [4] . However, these strategies are both computationally intensive and timeconsuming. Moreover, medical images require highly precise This study was funded by the NIH grant 1U01EB023822. and clinically meaningful structural information. Therefore, medical image synthesis is still at its novel stage due to major challenges presented in synthesizing viable and high resolution images.
Little research has been conducted to conditionally synthesize realistic and high resolution medical images. Yang et. al. [5] uses a conditional GAN (cGAN) to perform cross-modality image-to-image translation and improve segmentation for Magnetic Resonance (MR) images. Costa et. al. [6] also reports a modified Pix2Pix GAN architecture which conditionally synthesizes retinal images given their respective vessel trees. As for CT image synthesis, Bowles et. al. [7] modified a Wasserstein GAN with training data reweighting to generate CT images modeling the progression of Alzheimer's disease. While all these methods are highly successful in synthesizing realistic medical images, the gradient becomes exponentially more unstable as GAN networks get deeper and deeper. This becomes a major limiting factor which prevents the successful synthesis of high resolution images. This is why our work provides an important foundation for the stable synthesis of high resolution CT images.
The main focus of this study is to synthesize abdominal CT scans that contain the pancreas. CT images are synthesized conditionally according to the patients' ages. We choose Auxiliary Classifier Generative Adversarial Network (ACGAN) [8] as our base architecture due to its capability to incorporate label information into the GAN latent space. To increase our ACGAN's ability to learn the fine details in high resolution CT images without constructing a deep and unstable network, we propose the use of residual blocks in generator architecture. Residual blocks are proven to help stabilize deep generative adversarial networks, as previously shown in Bissoto et. al.'s work where they generated high resolution skin lesion images given instance and semantic maps [9] . Another technique we use to stabilize the gradient is the incorporation of pixelwise normalization layers [10] . By centering and dividing mini batches by their standard deviations, we can keep all the features in a similar range so the gradients do not go out of control. Finally, we specifically incorporate age information into our proposed network, since age can encode the organ shape variability by child growth. Overview of the Age-ACGAN generator architecture. Each convolutional block (denoted as Conv Block) consists of a convolutional layer, which is followed by a normalization (PixelNorm) and a scaled exponential linear unit (SELU) [11] activation layer. Each residual block is composed of 2 Conv Blocks with the same number of input and output feature maps. Despite having a different generator architecture, Age-ACGAN follows the same discriminator architecture as the original ACGAN.
METHODS

Generative Adversarial Network
The original GAN consists of two neural networks, namely a generator network G and a discriminator network D competing against each other. G takes in a random noise vector z, and transforms it into a generated image G(z). The training objective of D is to maximize log(D(z)) + log(1 − D(G(z)), the probability of assigning correct labels to both training images and images generated by the Generator . The G network is trained to minimize log(1−D(G(z)), the log of the inverted probability of D prediction of fake images. Since minimization of the inverted probability is not an easy task in practice, we seek to maximize the D(G(z)) instead. In summary, the objective function of GAN can be formulated as a minimax loss:
This original formulation of GAN provides a powerful framework which aims to minimize the Jensen-Shannon divergence between the generated and real image data distributions. However, its architecture consists of simple fully connected layers and thereby rendering training unstable at times.
Deep convolutional GANs (DCGANs) [12] are proposed to address instability issues in the original GAN architecture. It uses transposed convolutional layers instead of convolutional plus upsampling layers. DCGANs also introduce the use of batch normalization layers to improve convergence speed and training stability.
Auxiliary Classifier GAN
One major limitation of the original and deep convolution GANs is their inability to generate images conditionally. Conditional GANs are proposed to solve this issue by concatenating class labels y to random noise vector z as inputs to the generator network. Auxiliary classifier GAN (AC-GAN) is a type of conditional GAN which produces images conditioned on their respective class labels. In addition to producing a probability distribution P (S|X) = D(X) over possible images sources, the discriminator in ACGAN also produces a probability distribution P (C|X) = D(X) over the class labels of the images. As a result, the objective function of the ACGAN can be defined as the log-likelihood of the correct source, L S and the log-likelihood of the correct class, L C , where:
Age Conditioned Auxiliary Classifier GAN
We propose a variant of ACGAN architecture which we call an Age Auxiliary Classifier Generative Adversarial Network (Age-ACGAN) for the age-conditional synthesis of CT images. We modify the original objective function in ACGAN to compute the log-likelihoods of the correct source (L s ) and the correct age class (L a ) as following:
The training objective of our discriminator D is to maximize L a + L s . This ensures the discriminator always maximizes the log likelihood it assigns to the correct source of CT image CT source and the correct age class CT age .
Even though the training objectives are kept similar, our proposed model has significant structural changes compared to the original ACGAN to accommodate the high resolution of medical images. (See Fig. 1.) The generator architecture of Age-ACGAN consists of 7 convolutional layers plus 9 residual blocks. We choose to use wider convolutional layers (up to 1024 channels) and smaller kernel sizes (3x3) than the original ACGAN architecture. Since the real images contain values between 0 and 1 and tanh maps the output values to [−1, 1], we change the last activation function in the generator network to sigmoid instead. The discriminator of Age-ACGAN has one extra convolutional layer compared to the ACGAN's discriminator. Residual blocks in the generator are composed of two convolutional layers, SELU activation layers and PixelNorm normalization layers. In a traditional convolutional network, each layer is fed directly into the next layer. Degradation problems arise when networks get too deep and consist of too many layers. Residual blocks permit shortcuts for layers to feed directly to another layer deeper in the network. These skip connections allow us to construct a much deeper network without suffering from degradation issues to further capture the fine details in CT images with higher resolutions. Additionally, the combination of SELU and PixelNorm layers allows the network to converge quickly and prevents gradient explosion.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to test our proposed network's ability to conditionally generate CT images, we designed an experiment to generate abdominal CT images with segmentation masks. We synthesized the CT images along with their respective pancreas segmentation masks based on three age classes: infant class (ages 1 to 3), preschool class (ages 4 to 6) and adolescent class (ages 16 to 18).We used 20 slices from 5 patients for each of age class for training. We simply located the pancreas segmentation masks and cropped a bounding box around both the masks and the CT images. It is important to note that the images were not resized to lower resolutions to preserve high resolution details.
We pre-processed CT images for intensity normalization and concatenated with their pancreas segmentation masks before being fed into our proposed network. We used cross entropy in our implementation to calculate the losses L s and L a . During our synthesis of the segmentation masks, we chose an arbitrary cutoff point (e.g., 0.5) to threshold synthesized masks values ranging from [0, 1] to binary values 0 and 1. We were able to train the network with a fixed batch size of 16 for 3,000 epochs.
DCGAN vs. Age-ACGAN
We compare synthesis results of abdominal CT with pancreas segmentation masks from DCGAN and Age-ACGAN in Fig.  2 . Our Age-ACGAN in Fig. 2 (b) improved the visual quality of the synthetic images compared with DCGAN in Fig.  2 (a) . DCGAN shows the streaking artifact in synthesized CT image with irregular-shaped pancreas mask. On the other hand, our Age-ACGAN can synthesize realistic CT images and their respective masks in terms of CT noise texture and pancreas shape. This indicates that Age-ACGAN stabilizes the gradient when training the deeper network by incorporating age information.
For quantitative evaluation, we compare the convergence speed between the DCGAN and Age-ACGAN in Figure 3 . Age-ACGAN converged after 500 iterations, while DCGAN failed to converge within the first 1000 iterations. We attribute the fast convergence speed of Age-ACGAN to the incorporation of age information, which enrich the information provided to both the generator and discriminator networks. 
Age Conditioned Synthetic Images
The synthetic CT images along with their pancreas segmentation masks for each age class were shown in Fig. 4 . In the synthesized image, we were able to observe a clear trend in which the pancreas becomes gradually elongated as the patient age increases. This shows Age-ACGAN's capability of capturing realistic growth trends in the pancreas.
Infant
Preschool Adolescent Fig. 4 . CT with segmentation mask synthesis results. Test images were conditionally synthesized with a vector denoting the desired age classes. The synthesized pancreas masks is observed to become elongated as the patient age increases. This demonstrates our network's ability to capture growth trends in the data distribution.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we propose an age-conditioned generative adversarial network for the synthesis of CT images and the corresponding segmentation mask. From the results of our preliminary experiments, our proposed network is capable of synthesizing high-resolution patches from abdominal CT images along with their pancreas segmentation masks. It is also able to capture realistic trends in pancreas growth during age-conditioned synthesis. Our work can be further extended to jointly synthesize CT images and segmentation masks for other organs, and shape arithmetic can be performed to combine learned latent spaces to create new image-mask pairs
